New Culinary Offering at Vienna Airport: Daily Roast and Juice Factory Open for Business

Vienna Airport has expanded its culinary offering for passengers. The “Daily Roast” run by the well-known caterer Figlmüller opened its doors in Pier West. The “Juice Factory” will also start operations in Terminal 3 in the near future.

High quality coffee and snacks: Daily Roast
The Daily Roast, occupying a floor space of about 450 m² and a large lounge area along the window façade, a bar, enclosing area for smokers and an outdoor area provide pleasant comfort to stay and relax. The culinary offering ranges from high quality coffee, fresh snacks and different types of salads to a good selection of national and international craft beers and various beers on tap. The Daily Roast coffee mixtures consists of best Arabica beans, are roasted fresh each day and perfectly prepared by professional baristas on site. The new Daily Roast can be found in Pier West before one gets to the C Gates, as well as a smaller facility near the B Gates.

For a vitamin boost before flying: Juice Factory
Healthy and vitamin-rich fruit and vegetable juices will be offered by Juice Factory in Terminal 3 in the future between Gates F05 and 07. The Austrian juice bar will mix refreshing juices from different types of fruit and vegetables, such as apples, bananas, kiwis, carrots, oranges, spinach and peppers. The Juice Factory at Vienna Airport will open in the middle of April 2015.

For more information:
www.dailyroast.at
www.juicefactory.at
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